From the Editor’s Desk

WHAT HAVE WE GAINED?

At a gathering of retired doctors the talk soon turned to their days in practice …

“In our day,” recalled a physician “we were first and foremost consultants for patients in our hospitals. We were not into service management! That was left to our medical superintendent and his approachable staff. And our hospitals were ably ruled by their own boards, which had their fair share of doctors.”

And someone said, “All this has gone.”

A surgeon continued, “We had the respect of society and people called the hospital their own. We had doctors’ car parks and dining rooms. We were valued as staff and we valued our hospital.”

And someone said, “All this has gone.”

A GP joined in: “Life was not easy. We had to dress up in those white uniforms, cover our patients 24 hours a day one day in three, and work more than 80 hours a week. But we were proud to serve and learn.”

And again was heard, “All this has gone.”

“What do we have now?”, a radiologist asked. “Medical staff are marginalised and medical superintendents have been displaced by managers who slavishly comply with edicts from distant departments of health. Individual hospital boards have been swallowed by area health boards on which doctors cannot serve — conflict of interest, you know.”

Continued the surgeon, “Doctors no longer identify with their hospitals and nor do local people. Who would blame them?! They have long and anxious waits in emergency departments or on waiting lists.” And a pathologist added, “Junior doctors no longer live in and work in shifts. Worse still, doctors are now pawns in the bureaucrats’ battles with the bottom line.”

And came the remark, “What have we gained? … ”
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